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Abstract. The páper concerns the problem of static analysis of a deep-profiled sandwich 
panel. Equilibrium conditions in the form of differential équations are discussed. The solu
tions to example problems are given taking into account boundary conditions. The effects 
of transversal load and thermal excitations are presented and discussed.

Introduction

Sandwich panels are commonly used in many branches of industry. This type of 
structures is made of three layers: two external, thin and relatively rigid Steel fac- 
ings and a thick, but light and flexible core. The facings can be fiat or deep- 
profiled. Sandwich structures are very attractive because of their high load-bearing 
capacity at low self-weight and excellent thermal insulation. This type of structures 
requires taking into account varions aspects of structural behaviour, like the shear 
flexibility of the core, influence of thermal actions and diverse failure mechanisms.

A wide variety of problems concerning sandwich panels was presented by 
Zenkert [1] and Davies [2]. The papers also present the problem of the mechanical 
behaviour of fiat and deep-profiled sandwich panels. The engineering aspects of 
the structural response of fiat panels were presented in [3]. The paper analyses the 
mathematical relations of the solution of differential équations. The modem point 
of view on the process of the design and analysis of the structures was presented in 
[4]. The mathematical optimization of sandwich structures taking into account var
ions boundary conditions was discussed in [5].

Despite the great importance of sandwich structures, ignorance of the principles 
of mechanics leads to many misunderstandings or even mistakes in design and 
usage. The authors present the problem of the mechanical analysis of deep-profiled 
sandwich panels. The issue is described by using two differential équations. The 
dass of équations and form of the solution influence the internai force and stress 
distribution.
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1. Sandwich panel theory

This paper discusses single-span and multi-span panels with parallel, deep- 
profiled facings and a soft core. The model of the two-span panel is shown in Fig
ure 1.

Fig. 1. Multi-span sandwich panel loaded mechanically (q) and thermally (AT = T2 -Ti)

The sandwich panel theory was originated by Hoff [6], Reissner [7] and the 
people working for Forest Product Laboratories [8] and NACA (NASA at present) 
[9]. The theory was popularized by Allen [10] and Plantema [11].

In the theory, it assumes that the strains are small and the materials are iso
tropie, homogeneous and linearly elastic. The normal stress in the foam core is 
negligible (<tïC= °'rc= 0) because the modulus of elasticity of the core is much low
er than the Steel faces (about 50 000 times). Therefore, the shear stresses in the core 
are constant along transverse axis z (txzc = G-c = const.).

The cross-sectional equilibrium condition for a panel with thick or deep-profiled 
faces can be written in the form of two independent differential équations 
[12]:

BF2+BF2 w B IV
+---- W q ---- o" (1)Gc4 Bs bs Gc4

BFi + BF2 iV + B ... q _ bfi + bf2 (2)
Bs GtA GtAt

where vertical displacement w and shear strain y are the functions of position coor- 
dinate x. The horizontal displacement u of the mid-plane of the panel is equal to 
zero. The superscripts of w and y dénoté the order of the derivative with respect to 
x. Gc and Ac denote the shear modulus and cross-sectional area of the core, q is the 
distributed transverse load and 0 is the initial curvature induced by température 
différence AT = T2 - 1\. In Equations (1) and (2) the normal force is omitted.

Because the bending stiffness of the core is negligible, the total bending stiff- 
ness of panel B consists of three parts:

B = Bs + BF1 + Bf2 (3)
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Term Bs represents the bending stiffness of the facings with respect to the global 
centre line of the sandwich panel, whereas Bn and BF2 are the bending stiffness of 
the upper and lower facings with respect to their own centre lineš.

Integrating twice Eqs. (l)-(2) and using differential relations M’ = V, V’ = -q, 
the following constitutive équations are obtained:

FFi + BF2 iv B „ M
■ w -1------ w =------

Bs Bs
q e (4)

GcAc GcAc

BFi + Bf2 „ B _ V BFi + Bf2 
GcA,

(5)
GCA, ' ' Bs ' GvA,

Terms M and V denote the bending moment and the shear force, respectively. It is 
worth noticing that Equations (4) and (5) are only useful in the case of statically 
determined Systems because the moment and shear force functions should be 
known.

Taking into account the assumptions concerning sandwich element deformation 
[12, 13], the bending moment and shear force can be divided into three parts:

M = Ms + Mf1+ Mf2= Bs(Y -w")- Bf1w" - BF2w" (6)

V=VS+VF1+VF2=GC4/-BFX-BFP' (7)

where Ms and IĄ correspond to the pure “sandwich” effect and the terms with sub- 
script Fl and F2 denote the forces which are taken over by the external facings.

Introducing the span of beam L and non-dimensional quantities:

a= Bpi + ^F2 
Bs

(8)

£ = l + a 
aß

ß = —^ (9)

(10)

differential équations (4) and (5) can be written as:

fr ? bM+ßßq +------ Q
IV pY „ ip 

w - — w -— —
\L b(L (11)

, pY a
y - — y = ~——V+ 0PJ B (12)
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According to [13], the bending stresses in the faces are calculated using:

(yF,=^ + ^'=-—+ — A (13)
Zf1

<tF2 = ÖF2 +öfT2 =——+ ——z2 (14)
<?AF2 1F2

where e, An and AF2 dénoté the distance between the centroids of the faces, 
the cross-sectional area of the external (upper) and internal (lower) face, respec- 
tively. Symbols IF1 and IF2 represent second moments of the area of the faces, 
whereas z.i and z2 are the Coordinates of a point belonging to the respective 
facing (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Geometrical parameters and normal stress distribution within deep-profiled 
cross section of sandwich panel

The shear stresses in the core and faces are calculated according to:

V„ 
rc=~r~ (15)4

K. K,
rC2=^ (16)

Art Ai’2

where A„.i and Ä„.2 represent the cross-section area of the webs of the respective 
facing.
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2. Solution of differential équations

The general solution of differential équations (11) and (12) has the foliowing 
form:

2 2
M' (x) = Cj cosh + C2 sinh + C3 + C4x + wp (x) (17)

/(x) = Dj cosh^- + D, sinh^-+/p(x) (18)

where w/x) and j^(x) are the particular intégrais of respective differential équa
tions. It is worth noticing that separate analysis of the température influence repre - 
sented in Eqs. (11)-(12) by 0 and the influence of transverse load q is very com- 
fortable. If the system is statically iindetermined, the problem cornes down to a few 
statically determined problems with additional kinematic conditions.

Particular intégrais w;,(x) and yp(x) can be found assuming the polynomial form 
of the solution of (11) and (12). The power of the polynomial should correspond to 
the form of functions q and 0.

The constants of the general solutions are derived taking into account the pre- 
scribed boundary conditions. Let us note that even in the case of a simply support- 
ed sandwich panel with deep-profiled facings, six boundary conditions are de- 
manded, whereas in the case of fiat facings, only four boundary conditions are 
necessary. The examples of solutions are presented below.

3. Influence of tanverse load

Consider a simply supported sandwich panel with an upper deep-profiled facing 
and lower fiat facing subjected to uniform transverse load q. The structure is pre
sented in Figure 3 and the boundary conditions are as foliows:

w(0) = 0,

w(L) - 0,

cross-sec lion
A„.I„

v/(0) = 0,

w"(L) = 0,

internai forces

|VH
MJ jV,

M0-

/(0) = 0 (19)

f(L) = 0 (20)

normal stress
O(? Oh O„

I > 1 + —
1 

oT Or

Fig. 3. Simply supported, deep-profiled sandwich panel subjected to uniform load
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The solution of the problem has the form:

1  - 1_cosh(A/2)-cosh(A(l-2^)/2)'
2<zť aAÔ cosh(2/2)

(21)

z(-«)=4/’
D

1 sinh(2(l-2£)/2)

2 cosh(Z/2)
(22)

where £ = x/L. Bending moment M and shear force V can be divided into:

Mn (a) = qÉ —-— 
’ 1 + a

1 ÍÍ1-2Í)- 1 cosh(yl/2)_cosh('l(1_2£)/2)
1’ A2 cosh(A/2) (23)

MF. (x) = qL2 F1V ’ 1 + a
1č(l 2<5) + 1 cosh(/í-/2)_cosh(yl(1_2í)/2)
2 ał2 cosh(/ł/2)

(24)

- i (1 - 2Í ) i 1 ^ł1^72)-0081^1-2^72)

2 az.2 cosh(A/2)
(25)

and

Vę (x) - qL------
7 1 + a

1(1- 2f] 1 sinh(2(1-2^)72)

2 A. cosh(2/2)
(26)

1 T 6

1(1 _ 2Í) + 1 ^M1"2^72) 
2^ 97 aA, cosh(2/2) (27)

(28)
cosh(?l/ 2)

with:

(29)ćZyrj + (Xp2 ~ Ot

VF2{x) = qL^-

BF2^12 =-^, 
BS

BFl
aFl = —

Bs

1(1 1 si.h(A(l-2j)/2)
2' 4' «2

The stresses are calculated using (13) and (14). The displacements, internal 
forces and extreme stresses are presented in Figures 4 and 5. The geometrical and 
mechanical parameters used in the example correspond to typical roof sandwich 
panels, námely: width of panel b = 1.0 m, span L = 6.0 m, e = 85.3 mm, 
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Gc = 3550 MPa, Ac = 85300 mm2, AFI = 550 mm2, AF2 = 480 mm2, 
Bs = 393.3 kNm2, BF1 = 20.56 kNm2, BF2 = 0.0018 kNm2, IF1 = 97920 mm4, 
Am1 = 62 mm2. The structure is loaded uniformly by q = 1.0 kN/m. To find the ex
treme stresses in the deep-profiled face, coordinate zi = -34.45 mm, of the most 
distant point belonging to the upper face was used.

Figures 5a and 5b show that internal forces MFl and Vn corresponding to the 
bending stiffness of the upper face are relatively small comparing to the total val
ues of M and V. In fact, moment MFI gives a higher stress (-100.2 MPa) in the 
upper face than moment Ms (-89.8 MPa). This fact is presented on Figure 5c. The 
total extreme stress in the upper face is equal to -190.0 MPa, whereas in the lower 
flat face it is only 102.95 MPa. The shear forces cause at the support an extreme 
shear stress in the core tc = 30.6 kPa and in the upper face rFl = 6.30 MPa. The 
stress in the face is much higher than in the core, but it is still a very low value 
comparing to the shear strength of the Steel. The shear strength of the core material 
is 1004-120 kPa.

a)

b)

Fig. 4. Solution of simply supported, deep-profiled sandwich panel subjected to 
uniform transverse load <7: a) displacement w, b) shear strain y
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 5. Solution of simply supported, deep-profiled sandwich panel subjected to uniform 
transverse load <7: a) bending moments M, Ms, MFl, b) shear forces V, Vs, VFI 

c) extreme normal stress in upper face: si - total stress
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4. Influence of thermal action

Let us consider the same simply supported sandwich panel, subjected to thermal 
action. Température différence AT = T2 - Ti between the internai and external faces 
triggers initial (constant) curvature 0:

g _ (x2l2
e

(30)

where e is the distance between the centroids of the faces and a2 are the thermal 
expansion coefficients of the respective faces. In the case of panels with fiat faces, 
this kind of excitation results only in displacements (maximum deflection OL1!^) 
and does not cause internai forces. In the case of a panel with deep-profiled 
faces, bending moments and shear force appear within the structure. Using 
differential équations (11), (12), arbitrary solutions (17), (18) and boundary condi
tions (19), (20), knowing that q = 0, V= 0, M = 0, we obtain the displacement func- 
tions:

<9L2 1 1 cosh(2/2)-cosh(2(l-2£)/2)
~l+a 2^ 22 cosh(2/2)

0Lsinh(2(l-2£)/2)
2 cosh(2/2)

(32)

and internai forces:

a8Bs cosh(2/2)-cosh(2(l-2£)/2)
(x) =------------------------ -------z x ;------------- -

1 + a cosh(2/2)

zx aF0B., cosh(2/2)-cosh(2(l-2£)/2)
Afp. ( x ) = ———*--------------------- -—-— ------------- -

1 + a cash (2/2)

. aF23Bs cosh(2/2)-cosh(2(l-2£)/2)
MF2 x = ——— --------------------- -—-—-------------- -

1 + a cosh(2/2)
(35)

3BS sinh(2(l-2^)/2)
~ß3L cosh(2/2) (36)

y sinh(2(l-2^)/2)
' aßdL cosh(2/2)

(37)
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aF29Bs sinh(A(l-2£)/2)
aßOL cosh(2/2)

(38)

The displacements, internai forces and extreme stresses are presented in Figures 
6 and 7.

a)

b)

Fig. 6. Solution of simply supported, deep-profiled sandwich panel subjected to 
uniform curvature 0: a) displacement w, b) shear strain y

Results w, y presented in Figure 6 and M, V, o 7 in Figure 7 should be compared 
to Figures 4 and 5, respectively. The deflection caused by température is compara
ble to the deflection of the structure loaded transversely. In the case of thermal 
action, the shear strains are essential only near the supports. The bending moments, 
shear forces and normal stresses hâve very low values, but indeed the existence of 
such quantities is interesting. This is the effect of the fundamental assumptions 
of the theory and type of differential équations.
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 7. Solution of simply supported, deep-profiled sandwich panel subjected to uniform 
curvature 0: a) bending moments M. Ms, MFl, b) shear forces V, Vs, VFI corresponding to 

sandwich effect, c) extreme normal stress in upper face: si - total stress
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Conclusions

The presented analysis shows that the structural behaviour of deep-profiled 
sandwich panels is much more difficult than panels with liât facings. The total 
bending moment is divided into parts which correspond to the sandwich effect and 
bending stiffness of the faces. It results in very high stress in deep-profiled faces. 
This fact is even more important in multi-span panels where high stresses lead to 
yielding of the face at the internai supports.

In the case of a simply supported structure, thermal excitation results in relative - 
ly high displacements and very low forces and stresses. Nevertheless, the distribu
tion of the quantities seems to be very interesting. The final stresses dépend on the 
complicated relations between the bending and shear stiffnesses of the panel. In the 
end, very often engineering intuition fails. The proper analysis of deep-profiled 
sandwich panels is crucial to ensure serviceability of the structures.
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